MAZII is an Indian poet in English. He was born on 8\10\1951 in Rattihalli, Dist: Haveri, Karnataka State India. He completed his graduation in English in Karnataka college of Karanatak University Dharwad. Mazid s kazi was the Principal of S.A.Q. High School Bankapur, Dist-Haveri, Karnataka, INDIA. He is the strict follower of William Shakespeare, John Milton, son and John Keats the great poets. MAZII expresses his own feelings, ideas and emotions in his poetical style. He has published his first edition called 'Indian poetry in English' in 2006.

I wish to express my deep feelings to MAZII, who has taken pains to produce the poems. I wish him further to create such other works of English literature. The themes of poems that he has produced are about the mankind and man's righteousness towards 'The God'. I have gone through the poems and found that MAZII's poems have worth. God bless him for his forth coming opportunities to bring out such literary works.
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A Battle Between Soul And Death

My body has become a battle field.
Battle, a fierce battle, I cried in pain.
As death comes and fights to pull my soul.
Nothing happened as death has no gain.

I have been a heart and gastric patient.
My body burns with a wound of heart.
And my heart pains me with it's own reaction.
But soul and death wrestle part to part.

A great war of soul and death is to take place.
Death violently ordered to the soul to surrender.
But soul is not ready to surrender then war began.
Many souls and deaths saw the war and wonder.

What about my body? I shouted at them.
My body has been burning since long.
Listening this, death laughed happily.
Soul told me that death is doing you wrong.

You go away otherwise the death harms you.
Soul strongly pushed to the death and saved me.
I forever pray to God to give strength to my soul
I am very thankful to my soul to protect me like a bee.

Mazid S Kazi , INDIA
A Daughter Loves Her Parents More Than A Son

A daughter loves her parents more than a son.
But parents love their son more than their daughter.
After his marriage a son becomes a wicked person.
Then a son loves his wife more than his parents.

Over heard by his wife he pushes his parents out of home.
None gives them shelter in their old age except GOD.
Daughter will pity on them and she will welcome.
As they sow so shall they reap the life's crops.

Every one should be careful for action- re-action of life.
Today we disobey our parents tomorrow our sons re-act so.
Hence we face the same journey of our life's strife.
If we take care of our parents the same God will do.

We surely get what we do in the kingdom of God.
Carefully with guilt and virtue God has made a bod.
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A Girl Is Grown Up In Her Home

A girl is grown up in her home.
She lives in love and care by nature.
When her bridegroom is welcome.
Nature itself weeps for her future.

Left her home and came to others home.
Selfish men treat her with torture.
Her husband looks kind and handsome
Though he is just like a wild animal.

But pains her to shed tears of blood.
The bride sighed like a silent sea.
To see her tolerance all said her good.
Pitiless men never make her happy in life.

She is habituated by their misbehaviour.
Now her husband too felt pity in her favour.
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A Greedy Person Will Never Be Happy In His Life For His Greediness

A greedy person will never be happy in his life for his greedines. Forever he will be in tension of mind to collect more money and gold. He can not be satisfied in his life for his long wish of selfishness. His wants are unlimited in the shortest period of his miserable life.

Such man will never think good of others and also his relations. He dies leaving all his wealth, gold and properties in this world. Alas! he must not escape from his death at all the conditions. A miser man lives to stock money but not to use it in proper way.

Too much greed makes him not to differentiate good or bad. Always he digs a pit for others and shall fall into it himself. Due to his strong desires of gold and money, he feels ever sad. Why does he not think of God? WHO is with him in life and death.

Let every one must pray to God for His grace and mercy WHO is the CREATOR. One day a greedy man will repent before God for his covetous character.
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A Mumbai City

Mumbai has an excellent beauty and glory of its own.
It is an enchanting and all colours material world.
In the whole world it is very popular and well known.
It is the main business and film centre of the world.

Mumba Devi blessed to Mumbai and Haji Ali graced to it.
All states men of India live in this holy place of Goddess.
To dwell all the citizens here is very wonderful and fit.
In Mumbai the rich and the poor all live together equally.

Rush rush rush, people belong to different careers of life.
They run from morning to evening for their daily living.
On the busy journey of life they find peace but no strife.
Sweet golden words of Marathi make them to live happily.

Maharashtra state is lucky to have the fantastic Mumbai city.
Daily visitors come to see historical places and its majesty.
Rays of the sun nicely reflect this city from the sea in reality.
It is surrounded by ocean full of sailing ships and boats.

Who knows! Who knows! What a wonderful city it is!
A magical busy crowded mass disappear every moment.
All are unknown but every one has a kind heart and pity.
Man-Woman of Mumbai has a large heart to welcome all.

Gate way of India, Taj Mahal Hotel and such other places.
Look so charming when pigeons and peacocks twitter round.
Every one will be fascinated by this fine sight of graces.
Trains, motors and cars flow like rivers in the body of the city.

Military, Navy and Airforce safe guard the city strongly.
Police-force controls its locality and its new comers.
Maharashtra Govt. is aware of all and none can act wrongly.
Our Mumbai city is one of the richest cities of the world.
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A Poet

Is he a poet? Am I a poet? Are you a poet?
Who is a real poet? A poet is truly blessed.
He is in a rare creation of Almighty GOD.
As a poet luckily he is ever addressed.

A poet is the perfect artist like a sunrise.
He enlightens his poetry in the world.
His poetry depends upon the best art.
He is highly honored as a pure gold.

Who has perfection in writing the poetry?
Incomplete poet is a hit-and-run driver.
He writes poetry nor rhythm nor rhyming words.
He will be swimming life long in a poetical river.

A poet who has poetical talents will be a poet.
What an excellent information! he contains.
Whole world reads and enjoys his poetry.
He is related to one and all what he maintains.

Fortune favours a true poet who is blessed.
And an expert talented poet will be his boss.
A poet shines in the galaxy of the whole world.
By reading his poetry all vote him to win a toss.
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A Student Life Is A Golden Life, Truly It Is Told

A student life is a golden life, truly it is told.
The student who has a golden crown of his study.
Would be a great man in his life with a great hold.
Otherwise an idle student becomes a wild rowdy.

Every student should use his time in a proper way.
If he kills his time, surely time itself always kills him.
such student repents in life every moment of a day.
A studen must think that his time is a golden rim.

To be a engineer, a lawyer or a politician.
Time makes him all for all to become more of thing.
Golden time of a golden life even makes a muscian.
One who neglects this period of life becomes nothing.

This period has a great charm to make also a magician.
A life is in the hands of a student to make him something.
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A Teacher Is The Best Artist  Of The Child

A teacher is the best artist of the child.
He is also the real builder of our Nation.
If his statue fails, the child becomes wild.
Then, what about the future of our Nation?

Negligent teacher's children become bad.
This is a mysterious hit to him by Nature.
Life long the time-pass teacher will be sad.
Due to his useless children he sadly repents.

Teacher is blessed by God  if he teaches well.
He should think that every child is his own.
Tomorrow before God every teacher has to tell
In our society a good teacher is well known.

A careless teacher is cursed to go to hell.
A good teacher lives with a honored crown.
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All The Admirations Of God Are Highly Appreciated

All the admirations of GOD are highly appreciated. 
As the sky stood without pillars in a mysterious way. 
And the sun gives the light to the earth every day. 
Artificial and magical things are too much depreciated.

Stars shine in the galaxy of the sky in a fine Nature. 
And our earth has an excellent Natural sceneries. 
Many poets praised the worthiness of GOD in poetries. 
GOD set all the secrets of Nature for well set future.

He created oceans, rivers, hills, forests, air and rain. 
As he made all the creations for the use of mankind. 
God is kind to all but we are thankless and unkind 
GOD has blessed us with the good luck of future gain.

If we remember GOD our work will be done without pain. 
As GOD has mercy for us likewise let us be humankind.
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An Old Woman Slipped And Fell Down Harshly On The Ground

An old woman slipped and fell down harshly on the ground. But the boys and girls laughed at her not to take her up. They knew she had an abusive nature they had always found. Among them one boy pitied on her and he took her up.

O God! take him up as he took me up, she said. How did she pray? You have been a fool said all. Friends! by a selfish woman I have been nicely repaid. As we are human beings and let us have humanity for all.

Get grace and mercy of God helping poor and needy mass. Let us think what we do for others but not others do for us. To see selfish men we should not be so then we get success. Selfish men beg before others but unselfish men do not beg.

As we see the film of three hours likewise we see this world. Film of this life is having characters of good and bad and bold.
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Anger is a strong burning poison of life.
A brave man easily controls his anger.
In every walk of life it brings us danger.
Even though it divorces husband and wife.

Angry men and women lose consciousness.
They fight and fight wildly without thinking.
Good hearts are disturbed in deep sinking.
It makes them to argue in unconsciousness.

In anger a son tears the shirt of his father.
And his father angrily runs to the police-station.
To see this incident many people may gather.
They laugh and say, what an insulting situation!

Grand mother shouts, anger is a hot weather.
Anger, Anger, my son stop your anger destruction.
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At Night A Man Suffered From Motion And Vomit

At night a man suffered from motion and vomit.
Suddenly he became pale, breathless and died.
In no time many people gathered and cried.
His son soon took him to the Hospital to admit.

But d the dead body and sent back home.
At mid-night his son phoned and his relations came.
All day ceremonies are done to bury with God's name.
By evening he was carried to his grave yard dome.

His cradle was decorated with flowers and scent.
Friends and relatives flocked round the grave yard.
To show his face the dead body is put in a tent.
With great honour his body is kept in his grave ward.

He stood up alive and in terror the people went.
Since 25 years he was alive and died to go forward.
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Atal Bihari Vajpayee Is My Favourite National Leader

Atal Bihari Vajpayee was born in a teacher's family on Dec-25-1924 in Gwalior and grown up as a leader. His parents krishna Devi and krishna Bihari Vajpayee have educated him and he has passed 1st class e. True to his fine name that Atal Bihari Vajpayee is an eminent National leader and a good social worker. He has never married and has remained the bachelor in the entire life while helping to his country men.

He became the 10th P M of India thrice in 1996 and then from 1998 to 2004, he served five years fully. In late December-2014 Atal Bihari Vajpayee was awarded, the Bharat Ratna India's highest civilian honour. He was elected 9 times to Lok Sabha and 2 times to Rajya Sabha and this world record has made us happy. Our beloved former prime minister Vajpayee has announced his retirement from politics at the end of 2005.

In 2004 his coalition was defeated in the parliamentary election and then he resigned from his office. He participated in the freedom struggle and went to jail in 1942 and was detained in emergency in 1975 to 1977.

In 1992 Atal Bihari Vajpayee was honored with Padma Vibhushan in the second highset civilian award for his fame. He was also conferred Lok Manya Tilak Puruskar award for the best administration for parliamentarian in 1994.

In 1980 he was the 1st president of BJP the top National leader of India as well as a prime minister of India.

In 1999 the coalition led by Atal Bihari Vajpayee was called (NDA) as the National Democratic Alliance. Recent P M Modi-jeet, hailed the Allies of BJP even his party has secured its own majority in the Lok Sabha.

TDP rejoined (NDA) but P M Narendra Modi made it point to thank
them for the contribution in taking the (NDA).

The great Atal Bihari Vajpayee was the most popular, talented and impartial former Prime minister of our country. His health schemes to mark Atalji's birthday kilkar tobacco control immunization programmes. HighWays department that is planning of construction maintenance, roads bridges, rural development with agility. Pradhan mantri Atal pension named after the Ex-Prime minister of India has brightened the future of pensioners.

Atal Bihari Vajpayee began his career in politics as a freedom fighter and later he joined the (BJS) party. Vajpayee was elected to the Lok Sabha for the first time from Balrampur (UP) in 1957. He participated the total revolution movement launched by Jaya Prakash Narayan against the internal emergency. He became an union minister in 1977 when Morarji Desai led-Janta Party coalition and came to power the first time.

As a teen age Atal Bihari Vajpayee was jailed briefly for opposing to the British colonial rule. Former PM Vajpayee was one of the seven children and he adopted the daughter of Mrs named Namita. Namita married to Ranjan who was appointed as an officer on special duty in the Prime minister's office. Vajpayee lived happily with his family members as Namita, Ranjan and his grand daughter Neharika.
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Come Here O! My Sweet Little Child

Come here O! my sweet little child.
Play with me like a wild and mild.
Let me forget my worries of life.
You dance with me but without strife.

O! dad it is a very lovely rainy day.
Let us dance with my friends in gay.
We sail a ship on the rainy stream.
Sitting on it while eating ice cream.

No enemies here but only children will come.
It is raining fast and let us welcome.
I am happy to enjoy the games of children.
They are innocent but different from men.

Every one likes their funny amusement.
Kiss them and pick up their entertainment.
Children call O! rainbow look at the sky.
It is a wonderful and a colorful spy.

Come here and play with us young and old.
Be happy with us as we are bold and gold.
O! my tiny love your mother is calling.
Let us go home or rain will be falling.

What a merriment day! that I spent today.
I play with a small soul by tricky clay.
Here no enemy but happy war of affection.
Just like children let us love our Nation.
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Death Death Death

All of a sudden my death attacked me harshly.
And smothered me violently with a vital-force.
My body lay breathless on the bed in agony.
However I recovered and pushed the death with all force.

Remedy remedy remedy I called to God a-loud.
God removed the death from my body suddenly.
Death death death I cried again and again in fear.
God said 'don't cry, death takes your soul safely.'

O! God, I fear to be buried or cremated.
What about my body? what about my life?
God advised me as 'this life is full of worries'.
'Life cuts your body in diseases like a knife'.

'You will be in safety if your soul would be pulled'.
'In my kingdom, I don't see any one in pain'.
'I torture you in life as per your crimes',
'After death all will be happy with full of gain'.

O! God, pardon me Iam very guilty man.
Innumerable crimes are done by me, please forgive me.
In the kingdoms of life and death you have to pardon me.
In my life and death Iam very very thankful to THEE.
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Death Threatens Me

Daily an unseen strange voice threatens me.
It gazes and looks at me in a great anger.
Don't gawk at me? Go away I said.
I shouted, what is this? it looks very danger.

It follows me often to pull my soul.
But I wondered and asked it's name.
Who are you? why do you frighten me?
Why do you play this dreadful game?

Disappeared figure can't utter a word.
Day by day I am troubled in my mind.
I don't understand what to do the next.
And I tried to know it but nothing is to find.

Are you a ghost? what is your reason?
Why do you simply torture the mass?
It said, 'I only follow the order of my Lord'.
By His order one by one all would pass.

And I thanked death for it's restrained behaviour.
I thanked God so much to survive me for long.
Both have pitied on me and blessed me.
I am only warned but not done any wrong.

It left me and pulled the soul of a rich man.
He was a well known egoist who fell dead.
Death carries all rich and poor to grave yard.
Luckily I am saved and death went forward.
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Dr. urappa Is My Favourite National Leader

The principled and disciplinarian man was born on 27Feb-1943 as the great Indian politician.
19th CM,16th Lok sabha member and current president of (KA) BJP is none but urappa.

He has made the BJP to a great victory in 2008 karnataka general assembly election. 
He was the first person to become the CM of karnataka from BJP by the south Indian state.

urapp was born to siddalingappa and Puttathayamma in Bookanakere-Dist Mandya in (KA)

His wife Maithra Devi passed away in 2004 leaving behind (3) daughters and (2) sons with him.
(1) (Arunadevi(2) Padmavati(3) Umadevi are daughters and sons (1) Raghavendra and (2) Vijendra.

Alas! God pitied on his children and him but blessed them and made to BSY a clerk to a CM of (KA)

As per the agreement with JDS to become CM half-half period was failed and B.S.Y was shocked.
In 2008 he became CM with full BJP majority but he was pulled from CM for false corruption case.
Then also he dared and faced all the problems of opposition with dignity though he was disturbed.
By Nature he had become all India Vice- president of BJP and now the president of Karnataka BJP.

God is great for BSY to protect him from all the dangers those came across in the life of BSY.
He is blessed by Almighty God and so he is safe from his rival's uncertain attacks
to harm him.
The Opposition leaders try to pull back his rising luck but they often failed in their bad idea.
He is just like a moon if any body will spit on the moon, the same spit will be back on his face.

He lost his mother when he was four years old and at the age (29)
he entered into the politics.
He was a born leader and he has a great concern for the farmers as well as for the poor mass.
On Friday he said that in his political career life he has tasted many sweet and sour moments.
BSY had made (KJP) but
It was Modi who again picked on him and brought him back into the BJP.

When BSY was lone MLA performed satyagrah in assembly in favour of sc-sts there he alone stands.
His daring nature with steel like courage and hard work for party made him a great leader of BJP.
Modi admitted that karnataka was one state where the crowds cheered enthusiastically for BSY-Yes.
The Bharatiya Janta Party finally realises that Modi is not enough to win karnataka state polls.

'Iam not the same old BSY that I have changed my attitude by learning past experiences and mistakes.'
He said-'there is no need for any political alliance as we have confident of our own BJP majority. '
BSY declares-his single-point agenda is to ensure the party to return to power in 2018 elections.
He is comfortable to get support of everybody in the party and he apologized for leaving the party.

In 1965 BS Yeddyurappa had been to Shimoga from- Dist Mandya to spread Jana Sangh upto Shikaripura.
He became the President of Jana Sangh-taluk Shikaripura- Dist Shimoga from 1974 to 1976.
In 1987 he travelled on bicycle to survey drought ill effects and got relief from Shikaripura.
Who knows! What a surprising life history of BSY is! one day he surely becomes an international leader.

In politics, like of one is dilike of another but to any party co-operation must lead to the victory.
If opposition leader plays tactics purposely to give the tension, let him be on God’s punishment.
A true politician remains a long leader if he convinces his opponent to sit face to face impartially.
All the leadership qualities are in BSY as a word to a wise man but not more to suggest to his opponent.

In the year 1975-he had been elected as the president of Shikaripura Town Municipality.
In 1980 urappa was appointed as the president of Shikaripura unit of the BJP.
In 1985 he went on to become the president of Shimoga- District- Bharatiya Janata Party.
In 1988 B.S Yeddyurappa became the president of Karnataka state BJP but no opposition no rival.

Nobody had thought from Shikaripura to all over (KA) that a clerk goes up to the top leader.
The man who is blessed by Almighty God, will not be disturbed by the bad thinkers.
To see BSY’S leadership as an ex-Cm-President of (KA) BJP, we say long live BSY the best administrator.
is the most favourite National leader so, he is loved and respected by all the castes people.
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Dr. B. R. Ambedkar was born to Bhimabai Sakpal and Ramji on 14th-April-1891 and (-6th-December-1956 he passed away)
He was the 14th child of his parents who had become the 1st law minister of India and was conferred Bharat Ratna in 1990.
He belonged to mahar caste considered untouchables and in school teachers also hated him to think of their dignity.
Ambedkar used to sit alone in the corner as the teachers did not care and feared to touch his note books to check.

He got education in difficult circumstances, low caste students are not allowed to sit with students of upper caste.
In the same inhuman behaviour he attended the classes with his friends regularly whether attention or not.
Ambedkar used to give full attention to the teachers and their teachings but he never thought of his own prestige.
In 1907 he passed matric exam and entered Elphinstone college, got a scholarship Rs.25 monthly from ruler of Baroda.

By 1912 kar obtained his graduation degree in economics and political science from Bombay University.
In October 1916 he enrolled for the Bar course at Gray’s inn and after he enrolled at London school of economics.
In 1913 he moved to the united states at the age of 22 years and he was awarded a Baroda state scholarship monthly.
All the eligible economically backward classes candidates will be given scholarships as per prescribed condition.

He was popularly known as Babasaheb Ambedkar who had become famous as one of the architects of Indian constitution.
Soon enough in July 1920, he was back in London and resumed his studies and also he was called to the Bar.
After returning to India from England he fought against the caste discrimination and favored them for reservation.
He was a well known politician and an eminent jurist and he aimed to eradicate the social evils like untouchability.

While practising law in the Bombay High court, he tried to promote education to the untouchables and to uplift them.

He was appointed to the Bombay presidency committee to work with the all European simon commission in the year 1925.
By 1927 he launched the active movements against untouchability to open public water tanks and a few were against him.

He was appointed chairman of the constitution drafting committee by the Assembly to write India's a new Constitution.

kar was a freedom fighter and being honored as an architect of Indian Constitution to shape modern India.

He always stressed the most importance of better education and so that our Indian position in society can be uplifted.

He continued crusade for social revolution until the end of his life on 6th-Dec-1956, he was honored in the Nation India.
His One of the greatest contributions in the respect of the fundamental rights and directive principles of state policy.

kar was the man who tried to turn the wheel of the law towards social justice equally for one and all.

Presently the world's largest democracy with the largest written constitution of India since 1947 as independent Nation.

In 1932 the British had announced the formation of a separate electorate for depressed classes in the communal.

The constitution that he gave us in the single most greatest task in Indian history as it stands forever a written document.

Ambedkar was the student of anthropology who made a remarkable discovery as mahar people are original ancient Buddhist.

As mahar people refused to leave Buddhist practices and so they were made into untouchables and made to live separately.
aheb Ambedkar with his friends embraced Buddhism and he studied Buddhism without fear around 1950 all his life.

He turned his attention to Buddhism and travelled to Sri Lanka and ceylon to
attend a convention of Buddhists.

An untouchable himself, he led a resolute and adroit struggle for untouchability to root out this unskilled raw. The writings span across forty years (1915 to 1956) totally eleven sections as
1) reminiscences 2) concepts 3) methodology,
From 4) ideology 5) religion 6) untouchability 7) caste 8) identity
9) economics 10) nationalism 11) constitutionalism and law.
This work is the first of its kind on Ambedkar and representative collection of the whole issues that engaged his attention.
Ambedkar was the student of anthropology
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Education is the light of child's mind.
It makes him literate and disciplined.
Without education nothing he will find.
He looks newspaper but he can't read it.

It is the duty of parents to educate their child.
Otherwise he will be an illiterate citizen in life.
This child leads his life in society like a wild.
He dishonors his parents and elders of society.

Education makes a child a good citizen and a human.
A child is the star of the home as well as a Nation.
Illiteracy makes a child a citizen but an inhuman.
Every Nation suffers to have an illiterate child.

Educated child will be a patriotic man and woman.
Education leads a child to the best motivated mind.
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Except God None Helped Me In My Student Life In Need

Except God none helped me in my student life in need.
Neither my parents nor brothers nor relatives supported me.
In my student life I sold paddy and rice for my expenses indeed.
Thus, I had bonded myself to the duty of earning and learning.

I had passed SSLC and PUC in Rattihalli that is my native place.
I joined in Karnataka college Dharwar for my higher study there.
My brothers did not like to talk with me as I may ask them money.
When I was in K.C.D I worked in a factory of Hubli at night shift.

Taking pass I used to travel by train KCD to Hubli everyday.
Now-a-days I am earning and helping my brothers and relatives.
They are ashamed to think of my past and he is good they say.
I Passed BA Exam by KCD but I did not get RS.500 for the LLB fees.

I left KCD and became a principal of SAQ high school.
I help to the poor and needy that is my helping nature of tool.
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Faithless Love

I love you, O! my sweet darling.
You too love me, don't think of quarelling.
In deep love of thine my heart is beating.
Please tell me the reason of your cheating.

As I see you in the stars and the moon.
I built a love palace in my heart soon.
Your love has made me forever blind.
I know your faithless love but Iam kind.

Your hateful nature has made me sad.
Without your company I may be mad.
Why did thou send back my red rose?
Shouting to my friend with your angry nose.

Trust me ever Iam not ungrateful lad.
You Meet me once I must be glad.
The light of home itself burnt the chart.
As the wound of your love burnt my heart.

Thy heart is black but only face is red.
To hurt in your love I died of hundred.
I woo ye truly, Alas! never won your love.
Let us meet in hell or heaven all above.

I fear to die in the love of a beautiful dame.
Because after death we meet in the way of same.
She only says to all, I love you but none.
In life and in death, why hasn't she loved one?
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Fate of a votary is written by God.
Can it be changed now and then?
No, it can not be changed by men.
Regarding fate none is ready to nod.

If a baby is born to a rich person.
That baby becomes a rich man in life.
Then he marries to a wealthy wife.
What about the fate of a poor man's son?

Every fate depends upon NATURE.
By Nature a rich to a poor is addressed.
Nature also brightens a poor son's future.
ON the mercy of Lord a fate is stressed.

Nature can make a hill to a creature.
If God likes, fate can be easily changed.
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Father -In-Law's And Mother-In- Law's Daughter Is A Daughter-In-Law

Father -in-law's and mother-in-law's daughter is a daughter-in-law.
In the long and short journey of life one has to read the same law.
Even the daughter-in-law should not treat with them just like a saw.
She must think that her husband's parents are like her own parents.

Action and reaction we can see soon infront of our eyes and mind.
And every one has his or her law and so let us always live by a law.
A good son-in-law does not deserve for any kind of dowry to find.
He too considers that his wife's parents are just like his own parents.

A daughter is born in her own family and lives in the another family.
All will weep to see the changes of her life from the starting to an end.
If that new family members are good for her she lives very happily,
Otherwise in every walk of her life she suffers and herself will bend.

All daughters have to face and face to cross the same path of life.
Nature will pity on them to see their difficulty of life's strife.
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Fearing to the troubles of life we say we will die.
After death if we have no peace, where will we go?
GOD has given this life to us as a exam to pass it.
If we fail in the exam of this life, what will GOD do?

But His votaries do illegal deeds and commit suicide.
GOD says 'don't be cowards whether beggars or kings.'
If you have sinned repent it before ME and I forgive you.
I am kind and I will surely pardon to MY human beings.

Now-a-days we run after money in a selfish way.
We live with all but for money jealousy of one another.
Money is a great enemy of life and it is also like a bay.
Let us have humanity to think always good for other.

If we daily pray to GOD our fear of life will go away.
Face life, life, life courageously then life can't bother.
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Friends Let Us Live With A Hope Of Heaven But Not To Fear Of Hell

Friends let us live with a hope of heaven but not to fear of hell. We men or women are all guilty in one or another sin of our life. The journey of our life is a hell till we listen our death bell. Hence let us repent before God who will surely pardon our sins.

Here rich or poor every one has to cross many difficulties of life. Problems of children, wife, husband, relatives, friends and enemies. Tension, tension, tension of life, thus our life becomes a knife. We have to follow strictly the rules of life as well as heaven and hell.

We hesitate to see the dead body as if we live hither forever. Our maximum age is not more than hundred so we die one day. Life is a stormy ocean in which a human being is like a diver. All sail on the stormy ocean with a risk to reach the shore that is away.

Shore is nothing but it is a death bed as we sleep on it evermore. Nobody will sleep sadly on death bed nor dead body can get bore.
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God

GOD has formed in many forms or formless.
All forms or formless have divinely devotion.
Why friends we think high and low?
We should love all GODS of any Nation.

Do we see anything in Mother's stomach?
Nothing is seen except Mother's humanity.
Let us follow the way of humanism.
Actually we have no life's reality.

Why friends we fight in the names of GOD?
We find destruction in our hatred nature.
As we all are the children of our Mother Earth.
Let us welcome the peace to save our future.

Mother Earth weeps to see her children.
As we fight and die on her arms,
She advises us to love but not to fight.
She is angry to see blood shed on her farms.

We worship the Creator in different forms or formless.
We breathe same air and drink same water.
Why are we debaters having the same faith?
Open the peace chapter and close the war chapter.

What happens life after death? It is unseen.
Except GOD none is in this world to see all well.
We are innocents we have done many crimes.
O1 GOD pardon us and never send us to hell.

Mazid S Kazi , INDIA
God Is The Highest Power To Control Our Wonderful Nature

God is the highest power to control our wonderful Nature. Even a single particle cannot move without God's order. If our Nature blessed us we are o.k. otherwise we get torture. Our good luck and bad luck depend upon Almighty God.

We try hard again and again as per work we have to find. With hard work we lead the same life as we used to live. Many people do nothing but to them our Nature is kind. By Nature they are healthy, wealthy and happy in life.

Children who are born in rich families are rich with gain. Rich children do not work hard but they live very happily. Poor children work hard day and night but they live in pain. O! God kindly be merciful to such poor children and poor people.

Every one of us has needed 'Grace of God' whether rich or poor. Let us pray to God to help us but not to send us to others door.
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God is the supreme power of the whole creations.
We should always surrender to God for His grace.
Why should we do war to destroy our nations?
Worldly survival or destruction depends upon God.

Let us get His support forever and beg to Him timely.
Otherwise our pride will carry us to a shameful grave.
He is our governor and governs us equally and wisely.
If He ceases air, all living beings must be no more.

Please stop war of mind and be happy with one another.
Our good luck or bad luck comes from Himself only.
As God is kind to us all let us be merciful to other.
Except God none is in this world to save our prestige.

Friends, We have to live here for a few days merely.
Let us dwell here a few days lovingly and friendly.
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God Judges In A Righteous Way

God judges in a righteous way.
His judgement is accepted by all.
He plans whatsoever He may.
And has a obscurity court hall.

He sits on a marvellous seat.
And controls the whole universe.
He pardons us if we repent.
As offenders we do reverse.

A few judges decide illegally.
The virtuous men are punished.
God is to punish the judges legally.
Hence, nothing is to be astonished.

Whichever that is to happen.
According to the will of Creator.
Any natural mystery is to open.
And to lock up by Divinity Director.
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Harsh Words Pain The Heart And Mind Like Bullets

Harsh words pain the heart and mind like bullets.
Talkers use the words like mads without thinking.
Words set fire of shock deep into heart to heart.
As words cause to one another for mocking.

And we show one finger to the others,
Four fingers show us back as we are bad.
Bad words come first in our tongue.
But these words tell us as we are mad.

If we will try to spit on the moon.
The same spit will be back on our face.
Here we get action and reaction soon.
We are the pacer of life and we should pace.

Hence hard words are just like a sun of noon.
We should use words like a heart winning race.
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He Himself Speaks And Jabbers About The Worries Of His Life

He alone himself murmurs about the worries of his life.
I am a lecturer of a private college and salary of Rs.10000.
And he jabbers as unemployed life has been like a strife.
How can I maintain my family and educate my three children?

He puts his hand on his fore-head in deep thought alone.
I came to his room and listened all about what he said.
I said, 'In a student life you never be a ranker nor top one.'
You would be a Govt. officer if you would have studied well.

Friend, 'Surely GOD bless you and so you need not worry'.
Now you have to depend upon GOD who is the great for all.
He said, 'I did not get rank so I repent before GOD and say sorry'.
I said, 'Lame and blind, deaf and dumb, you think of their unluck fall.

Thank GOD and struggle for the sake of your children till last breath.
Be a brave, don't be a coward dying hundreds of times before death.
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Home Is The First School And Mother Is The First Teacher

Home is the first school and mother is the first teacher. Parents are the builder of children's characters and minds. The mother won't be a fighter but should be a well preacher. If she is an illiterate she must carry her children to tuition.

Howsoever the mother should educate their children first. And she should send her children to school daily and regularly. Teachers are not blamed not to fulfil children's educational thirst. Both the parents and teachers should make them the best citizens.

As we can't work with one hand likewise we can't walk with one leg. Hence, parents and teachers are the same faces of the same coin. If parents and teachers do them careless they suffer in life to beg. Do well and have well it is said to see your own profit in life or ruin.

That is why parents and teachers are the best artists of the child. If an art is spoilt the statue of the child looks like an ugly and a wild.
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How Can I Tame My Wife?

O! How can I tame my beloved wife?
She is very quarrelsome by nature.
And she makes me shame in life.
Behaving with me like a creature.

One day she fights with a neighbour.
And soon a complaint is brought.
A woman said she battled half an hour.
With me since my marriage she fought.

By her rude behaviour I am worried.
She is cutting my life as a knife.
To tame her I have tried and tried.
But in vain she didn't stop the strife.

One day she looks like a peaceful saint.
As she might have repented, said the mass.
Repentance has made her dim and faint.
Again to make war she can not surpass.

Now-a-days she talks with me normally.
We live with mutual understanding happily.
To see us in peace our children are happy.
We play with our grand son who talks wisely.
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Humanity Is The Best Religion Of God To Lead Us To Paradise

Humanity is the best religion of God to lead us to paradise. Many people blindly follow the religions without humanity. Those who love all human beings will shine like sunrise. As our God loves those who help poor and needy people.

People worship and worship God to make Him happy. But God knows the hearts of men what they think. Good thoughts make to our God happy otherwise unhappy. Every one thinks of his or her religion is the best of all.

Humanity is a fine way of life without hatred nature. In the name of religion people harass to one another. Let us have mercy for a human to a creature. All religions people are ours but none is other.

War of religion will surely carry to destruction only. We live peacefully and let others to live peacefully.
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I Am A Great Sinner Of Life And Death As I Have Sinned Before Thee

I am a great sinner of life and death as I have Sinned before THEE. I have disobeyed the laws of Almighty GOD in every walk of my life. Even unpardonable sins have been done by me in this life's strife. O God! I beg Your Pardon, Please kindly bless me and forgive me.

Here I live and die with a hope of paradise to live in. O God! Show me proper journey of life without delay. I have been falsely misguided by the wealth of today. Whenever I go in a devil's way, my heart says, stay, Sin.

And I don't listen to my heart that is in a right way. But I am accustomed to act with my mind so, I am unkind. I am troubled in mind as my mind makes Sins every day. But my heart is the best Sinless friend of my mind.

My heart weeps to fear for Sins and sadly pray. 'O God! Pardon my all Sins and to me YOU be kind.'
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I Am A Guilty Human Being O! God Bless Your Gracious Mercy On Me

I am a guilty human being O! God bless your gracious mercy on me.
I am a great criminal of your two dreadful prisons 1 life and 2 death.
I have done many crimes in my life O! God kindly pardon me.
I am trying to complete the journey of my life without errors.

But the devil directs me indirectly to do sins in one or other way.
O! God Give me relief from your prisons and make me a virtuous human.
I am your beggar O! God Give me alms of your forgiveness today.
I am sure that I am crestfallen I must always repent before you to excuse me.

I don't fear to die but I fear to graveyard there I will be burried or cremated.
Our holy book tells tortures for criminals will be done in life and in death.
The devil tries to entice to all to do wrong but mostly all will be tempted.
Out of thousand one or two saints are safe from the temptation of devil.

O! God protect me and my wife and children in safety from all the risks of life.
O! God our family members are lucky to have your graceful blessings of life.
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I assure to the readers to say ELahi a hundred of times to get good luck forever. ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi. ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi -'say-ELahi again and again ever. ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi- ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi.

'If our readers call ELLahi-ELLahi soon protects them from any difficult condition.' ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi. Trust ELahi-ELahi must change the bad position of our readers into good position. ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi.

ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-go on saying ELLahi- readers will be in gay. ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi. ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-like wise remember ELahi everyday. ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi.

ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-ELahi-'now count a hundred ELahi to test your fate. By the grace of ELahi-'readers will surely obtain benefit from poem reading date.
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If Our Children Fear We Run To Magician, Magician, Magician

If our children fear, we run to meet magician to get recover.
The magician reads the mantra and gives us magical thread to tie.
We have no true faith in GOD but the faith in the magician only.
Cheated by the magician we lose our faith and money and die.

Name of GOD is stronger than crores of ghosts and magicians.
If we always remember GOD any fear of us will disappear away.
In any difficult situation let us deeply think of GOD only.
Our GOD will surely help us if we remember Him every day.

One who has faith in magician will lose his all devotions.
So we should not change our mind about GOD in any condition.
And let us have strong faith in GOD and HIS creations.
Otherwise we will suffer life long in suspicious intention.

In any pressure we must not believe in magical traditions.
If we trust in our beloved GOD we get our real salvation.
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Illiterate Daughter Is Just Like A Dumb Animal At Home

Illiterate daughter is just like a dumb animal at home.  
It is the fundamental duty of parents to educate her.  
In modern society a job holder girl is welcome.  
Now-a-days a boy wants to marry a job holder girl.

Illiterate girl has no place in modern society at all.  
Life long in husband's house uneducated girl suffers.  
In her life, lack of her education is the greatest fall.  
Educated girl makes her children educated and officers.

And she leads a happy life here and there.  
Both the families respect her to get her income.  
Educated girl will be greeted by all everywhere.  
Uneducated girl will be hated by all for no income.

Her parents are very happy to see her life in gay.  
Literate girl prays to God for her parents every day.
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India

India is my fine and prosperous country in the world. And It is the boiler of diamonds, jewels and gold. Himalayan range has the tallest peaks in the world. Ganga, yamuna, Godavari and Kaveri flow with the hold.

My land is prolific and grows the rich crops. It has excellent atmosphere and nice seasons. Here the farmers are glad to reap the wealthy corns. And our agriculturists are the literate persons.

Indian Air force, Navy and Military commandents are strong. We fight legally for peace but not for destruction. And we challenge to our enemy who has a war song. Even we can not tolerate to listen his war direction.

There are many beautiful sceneries in my mother land. Birds fly on the sky and camels move on the sand. Tigers, deers, peacocks and parrots sing and dance. Animals and birds musicians join with the whistle band.

India is a scientific country like America, England and France. After a short period of freedom It has been developed a lot. Various kinds of industries have been started all over India. Our central government and state governments are run top-wot.

Hither colorful flowers glitter like the stars of the sky. Many kinds of flowers seem very charming as a top most art. Visitors who will visit India will get peace of mind. The sight of sunrise and sunset wins each and every heart.
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Indian Culture Is The Best Like Gold

Indian culture is the best like gold.
India hath need of cultured men.
A gun or bomb may convert into a pen.
Educated men have a royal hold.

All women must be literate and bold.
And all dress as per their religions.
Way of living depends upon their regions.
Old is gold as we have been told.

We all live here with our fore-fathers!
But we think as lucky and blessed.
AS the citizen of India we are addressed.
By humanity sake we Indian help to others.

So as all the states are our brothers.
In the golden words Indian culture is expressed.
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Kannada is the golden language with its sweet literary light to our minds. It is linked by Hindi, Urdu, English, Persian and other languages of the world. Kannada has its own history of literary new words that still Kannada finds. It is grown up in Indian land of Karnataka state and talked all over the world.

Kannada poets and authors have written the fine words of Kannada literature. Karnataka Govt. is trying to teach reading and writing Kannada in the schools primarily. Our Govt. should start more and more Kannada schools for our bright future. It is the gift of God that gives the focus of education to us and to our children.

All the states people of India are dwelling in Karnataka state happily. Kannada gives the light of equality among other languages children to learn it. Kannada is a holy language that teaches us to all the lesson of humanity. Kannada people love and welcome to all the languages people of the world.

Poet Mazid S Kazi loves his mother Kannada who made him an English poet. Mother Kannada loves her all the children but poet Mazid S Kazi is her pet.
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Life And Death

I can not see the expired faces. 
Nor I hope to live in the future. 
Life is like the human races. 
Death is end of my life picture.

Fixed the date of the death. 
All must pass one by one. 
None can escape from this path. 
Even a king dies on his throne.

Short sleep means a life. 
Long sleep means a demise. 
Life and death have a strife. 
All face this mortal promise.

Every one would like to live. 
Nobody would like to pass away. 
Hence nothing has to misgive. 
On death bed all sleep one day.

Mazid- S- Kazi
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Life is nothing but it is a dream of one night.
We have been living here as if we live here forever.
Life long we say money, money, gold, gold and fight.
We never think that we are to die leaving here everything.

If we die our own people weep one or two days only.
Our family members fear to sit before our dead body.
After funeral ceremony as usual we live here happily.
In no time we forget our dead people and dead relatives.

We have been very selfish to run after life's Property.
While living if we remember death that is a fine way.
Let us think that life is equal to death in reality.
Every one who is born in this world will die one day.

Here we think good of our own people but not other.
Let us live and let live other and help one another.
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Life's Every Action Depends Upon Nature

Life's every action depends upon Nature.
Nature’s every action depends upon GOD.
why should we worry about our future?
Let us depend upon GOD for our every action.

We weep for the death of our kith and kin.
And we weep for the defamation of any incident.
To see the deaths we should stop every sin.
We must pray to GOD to forgive our all sins.

If we live hundreds of years we die one day.
Then, why should we blame to one another?
Whatever GOD gives to us we can not repay.
As GOD bless us we too think good for other.

If we truly depend upon our GOD all the times.
Surely GOD helps us and pardons our all crimes.
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Loan Is A Great Disease Of Mind Which Brings In Life Insult And Defamation

Loan is a great disease of mind which brings in life insult and defamation. Loan taker promises to the loan giver that he will pay it on promised date. Due to inconvenience he failed to repay it according to his said condition. Being scolded by the party he is ashamed and he will try to commit suicide.

Shame on the part of loan taker to be a coward to have committed suicide. He should be brave to tolerate public taunts instead of committing suicide. Life is more precious so, with courage he should face the matter and decide. He must not fear to the loan giver otherwise his family will suffer.

Rich or poor everyone has one or other kind of loan that is to pay in his life. All are loaned as death body is carried and buried by others that is a loan. All have been bounded by various acts of loan in the journey of life's strike. Loan of CREATOR, loan of pardon, loan of mercy and loan of helping one another.

A few people say 'I cannot open my hand before others to ask help or something'. If they die they are carried and buried by others that is a loan of helping.
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Louis Became A Manager Of National Bank With The Help Of His Parents

Louis became a manager of National Bank with the help of his parents. Hardly he is educated and now happiness is to welcome his family. Unnoticed to him soon a rich party is greeted by Loui's parents. In no time they suddenly fixed him to a rich illiterate girl.

Louis suffered a lot in silence to tell the parties of both the sides. None is ready to listen nor that girl as she has found him handsome. To respect his parents he married her whatever in his mind he hides. This inequality of his marriage makes him and his parents to suffer.

One day his wife came to Bank with great dignity by her father's car. She sat an hour with him and tells to come by car after Bank is closed. He said, you go, I come by my vehicle, she got angry and started a war. Before all Bank's workers she insulted him and secret is disclosed.

Louis is a good gentle man, he calmed her and by her car he came home. Likewise he is troubled even then his parental offer is always welcome.
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Love Is Blind But Lovers Are Not Blind

Love is blind but lovers are not blind.  
They fall in love with a blind emotion.  
They escape but their families suffer.  
Children to elder go to the police-station.

Complaint after complaint may be lodged.  
Both the families are publicly defamed.  
War takes place in the neighbouring families.  
Lovers are strongly criticized and blamed.

Due to a silly love one has to hate another.  
And these families have to face destruction.  
Lovers hide and all go in search of them.  
Business is failed and no new construction.

Father dies after a few days mother dies.  
Luxurious time of life has ever gone.  
A happy home converted into a grave Yard.  
To control the circumstances nothing is done.

One killed the boy and another killed the girl.  
Lovers are finished with never ending love.  
Enmity has become heredity of both the families.  
A tragedy turned into a rarely reminding love.
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Love Will Be Colourful When Heart To Heart Meets

Love will be colourful when heart to heart meets.
He or she loves but not to be a love of selfish seek.
One greets for beauty and for money another greets.
A true love comes from the heart like a word of Greek.

One says I love you very much and meet you one day.
Another says I too love you and meet you the same day.
Both are seen with a other boy and other girl on the way.
It happens so and love changes everywhere now and then.

Boys or girls please be careful in the journey of love.
Those boys or girls are lucky to have their parental offer.
Otherwise he or she wanders in love like a forest dove.
Obey your parents and be happy then you never suffer.

Love of parents is a great love in life, please don't miss it.
If you miss divinely love of parents, life long you be unfit.
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M.D. M.B.B.S. B.D.S. B.M.S. Or Any Other Degree

Students

Shakespeare said when wealth is lost nothing is lost.
Secondly he said when health is lost something is lost.
Thirdly he said when character is lost everything is lost.
So, students must be away from ragging and other bad habits.

Due to an illegal act students will be debarred and put in jail.
Character is a golden crown of life to use it in right way.
I advise you 'do well and have well', don't make your life a hell.
Humanity is a doctor's religion who treats all castes patients.

Think of your parents they put you up in high place of education.
If you become bad students, your parents suffer mentally life-long.
Be good students and citizens to parents, lecturers and Nation.
Control your sex in all respect that leads to you in devil's way.

Especially doctor course students are highly respected in society.
They have to serve our Nation to make healthy citizens of country.
To see you as a doctor your parents will be extremely gay and glad.
All the members of your family tell proudly as he is our doctor.

Your parents and brothers encourage you for this honorable post.
You should be very grateful to them in every walk of your life.
Be sincere to your parents as they consider you as their high cost.
Parents are proud of you as a doctor that is a good profession.

Friends, for a silly crime the students go to jail for long-period.
Shame on the part of such dirty minded students who spoil the life.
If anybody disturbs you, inform to principal if he is wrong,
Never hesitate for any evil act of others and you face it bravely.

Worship God and be the regular students and study time to time.
Surely God helps you all the times in your difficult condition.
Pray to God, you will be in good thoughts of mind without a crime.
Even the bad students become good to see you praying to God ever.
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Mahatma Gandhi Is The Great Saint And The Father Of Our Nation India

Mahatma Gandhi is the great saint and the father of our Nation India. Nathuram Godse shot him dead, Gandhiji said in his last breath 'Ha-Ram'. Whole world sank in the ocean of shock on his death and news spread to media. A holy human died on 30-01-1948 as he tried for the unity of Hindu-Muslim.

Gandhiji walked all over India against the british rule with a war of peace. All Indian followed the foot steps of Mahatma Gandhi to get their freedom. Many died for freedom and finally on 15th August 1947 India got independence. Free Indians called happily 'Bharat-Matha-Ki-Jai, Mahatma Gandhi-Ki-Jai'.

His mother Puthali Bai was a religious minded woman but he had a broad mind. Bapuji loved almost all Indians as S.C.S.T., Hindu-Muslim, rich and poor. Once a red barber of pritoria refused to cut his black hair with hatred and unkind.

He himself cut his own hair, lawyers joked and told him as 'rats have been it'.

He washed and ironed his own clothes when he lived in South Africa and England. He supported to Indian to get the power of vote in the Govt. of South Africa. He stayed 21 years in South Africa and 3 years in England as if his native land. Foreigners respected him for his nature of simple living and high thinking.

After coming to India he taught his country men a lesson of humanity. He tried to root out poverty, inequality and ill will among the people of India. As Sathay Harischandra-Gandhiji said truth is God, he had faith in divinity. He started his practice as a lawyer in Rajkoat without fees from poor and needy.

He was imprisoned by british Govt. for six years during his Sathya Girah movement. He was put in Poona Yarwaad central jail and freed him after 2 years for his ill health. Wherever he went he was arrested by the British from time to time and moment to moment. He had a slogan 'to free India' for that he was disliked by the British Govt.

He did not like to divide India and Pakistan that is into two territories. It was India and it is India, before and after the Independence of India.
For political aims it is divided and made the citizens in tension and worries. The citizens could have lived peacefully if India would have not been divided.
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Mammy Mammy Mammy O My Sweet Heart Mammy

Mammy Mammy Mammy O my sweet heart Mammy.
I have grown up in your stomach O my lovely Mammy.
You seem worried to lull me and play with me happily.
I always drink your milk O my loving Mammy.

Whenever I am sick you carry me to hospital.
How can I forget you? you took great care of me.
I never do careless for you any moment at all.
Be happy with me life long and never be sad.

I assure to you to help you in old age time to time.
o my good nature Mammy you are my life giving Mamma.
I will never neglect you and I will not commit a crime.
I don't be a sinner to neglect O my sweet Mammy.

My Mammy is my heaven and my mammy is my world.
Nothing I need wealth or something but Mammy is a gold.
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Man Is Born In A Sexual Drop

Man is born in a sexual drop. 
In this drop-let a living soul is filled. 
Then, he grows like a mild crop. 
Nature created him and killed.

Man's food is too much delicious. 
His stomach stocks filth and urine. 
What is his superiority to be precocious? 
One day he dies as his heredity line.

Let him think for his originality. 
He may be a scientist or a politician. 
Every one has his own mortality. 
Whether, he must be a magician.

Hither he lives in a nice palace. 
He forever tries to be safe by pain. 
Alas! a grave is his permanent place. 
Why is he greedy in life to gain?

What about his body after his life? 
His unseen soul would be left. 
None saves him or his beloved wife. 
What a wonderful robbery or theft!
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Marathi is a sweet language with its fine literature. It is linked with Hindi, Urdu, Persian and English etc. Since thousands of years it has its own history by nature. It is grown and flown on the land and under the sky of Marathon.

Marathi poets have written golden words of Marathi in their poetries. Maharashtra Govt is trying to teach it fundamentally from primary. It is spoken throughout India as well as in other countries. It is a priceless gift of nature that gives focus to the minds.

Marathi lamp is enlightened forever in the whole world. Libraries and schools of this language should be opened more and more. It is an immortal and most costly than diamond and gold. The ship of Marathi has crossed storms and reached the shore.

Talkers of Marathi should be like Shivaji brave and bold. Let us pray to God to open everywhere a Marathi books store.
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Am I born firstly in my mother's stomach?
Yes, that is my first heaven in which I grow.
My mother feeds me and let me drink her milk.
Really she is just like a divinely adored cow.

Since nine months I am protected in her stomach.
Am I born secondly in the stomach of my earth mother?
Yes, this is my second heaven in which I live.
Hither I wisely learn and play with my father.

She sheds the tears of joy to nurse her children.
Howsoever she preserves her family in well set.
Some times she weeps shouts, beats and admires.
She is tortured and troubled but she loves of her pet.

She deems of her issues more precious than diamonds.
Whether her issues may be good or bad She doesn't mind.
One pulls her hair, one her eyes and one her ears.
But she embraces them in her arms not to be unkind.

God and mother seem the two faces of the same coin.
About the respect of parents I wrote poetries.
Iam the true worshipper of my God and my Mother.
And My parents dwell with me without worries.
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Mother India Father India

I am blessed and lucky that I am born to India. 
My mother India lulled me often to Sleep. 
And she nourished me and I am grown up. 
I always remember her painful duty and weep.

She held me to her bosom to suck her milk. 
I walk on her body and sleep on her chest. 
Daily I devote her and dwell in our hut. 
My mother takes care of her children without rest.

My mother India has sacred soil and water. 
Devotees bath in the holy rivers and carry water. 
Here all worship different Gods and live together. 
We Indians are broad minded but we are not patter.

If my father India hits me in an unkind way. 
My mother India scolds to father India to calm me. 
How fortunate and virtuous Am I! 
I am very happy with the parents God-like.

When I was sick my father took me to Hospital. 
To see me serious he also wept with mother. 
Then I knew that my father loves me too much. 
I ever obey my parents without any bother.

Both my father India and mother India educated me. 
And they made me a principal to a poet. 
Today I write poetry about my parents and others. 
My parents love their all children but I am their pet.

If there will be starvation they too starved. 
Soon they have fulfilled our demands of food. 
And they have divine right to talk with God for rain etc. 
They are just like our God and proved us so good.
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My Family

My heart is burnt by it's own wound.
As my house is burnt by it's own light.
My fate can not work against my destruction.
Even none defended me to set right.

Iam the main person to deal our business.
But my wife set fire in my joint family.
She poisoned my mind against my brothers.
Thus, I argued with them to divide property.

They hated me and separated me ungainly.
I repented for the wrong delusion of my wife.
Though I was the main leading person at home.
Alas! now I am mum and bank-rupt in my life.

Do not give your ears to your wife's advice.
Give one ear and from second drop her voice.
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My God Is Great And Kind To Me And He Is Always With Me

My GOD is great and kind to me and He is always with me.  
My GOD solved all the difficult and danger problems of my life.  
My GOD is the best well-wisher of me in my every walk of life.  
My God let me alive long even there is defect in my right kidney.

But My GOD never forgot me and helped me in my bad position.  
I have suffered a lot to cross many difficulties of my life.  
Whenever I am in a risk of my life, my GOD gave me immediate solution.  
Except my GOD none has helped me in my any unfit condition.

Many times in my life my enemies wanted to harm me.  
By the grace of my Almighty GOD I have been rescued all the times.  
I live in the LOVE of my GOD and I too die in the same LOVE.  
My GOD is very merciful and He must surely pardon my all crimes.

If I think of my GOD my all worries will automatically go away.  
I am lucky to see my GOD with my minds’ eye in a mysterious way.
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My Lover Is The Most Beautiful Girl On The Land Just Like A Moon

My lover is the most beautiful girl on the land just like a moon.  
Even God looks her from the sky and thinks who made so fair girl.  
She shines like a star on the earth in the galaxy of the noon.  
Lord Himself praised her beauty as she is magically charmed by all.

She twinkles with a quick light like the morning star of my heart.  
I am shameless boy to love her because she is proud of her nature.  
She laughs at me for my poverty saying 'you have no car or cart'.  
She always turned deaf ears towards me neglecting my love.

She loved a rich boy who duped her and he married the another.  
She is too much ashamed of me and begged pardon before me.  
I told her to beg pardon before God who forgives and none will bother.  
I am very thankful to my Lord who made me a well to do man in life.

We both have married and now she has become my favorite dame.  
She lives happily with me but remembering her past she is in shame.
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My Mother  India Is My Native Place

Root out the weak concept of mind.
As this is my native place.
Which is our native place to find?
India is our own native palace.

Riot of district, state, village and city.
Why we have such disagreement friends?
We citizens should deem for unity.
And we all have upright judgement.

Our mother is just like our Goddess.
We civilians adore her every day,
To her patriots our mother may bless.
We finish her enemies without delay.

Hindu - Muslim are deceased here.
Hither we are buried and cremated.
All dwell in India every where.
Then, let us not to be debated.
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My mother India is a rich and peaceful land.
In which all castes and creeds people dwell.
It has the fertile earth and the golden sand.
Here all live happily and all are very well.

In some other countries same caste men fight.
One kills to another like in a battle field.
Whole world wonder to see this bloodshed sight.
My mother India has a lesson of peace but not war.

A few rich men and politicians are blamed.
Because they keep money in the foreign banks.
They are cheaters therefore they are bad named.
They have tension in minds to have life's high ranks.

My mother India loves good and bad citizens equally.
But corruptive minded citizens suffer hither badly.
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My soul is troubled painfully and in tension I cried.
It is at exact eleven 'O' clock at night my street is slept.
Two angels came and pulled my soul roughly and I died.
A grave is dug and at exact eleven at day I am buried.

A bad faces angel came, cut my tongue and pulled my eyes.
And a big snake came into my grave and hissed my body.
To see all this weeping drops came from the sky's eyes.
I called to Allah, Shiva, Jesus to save me from agony of my soul.

To a guilty man They pitied me and sent me up to heaven and hell.
There I saw Gods, one is Head all obey Him with a great honour.
I wept to go through the troubles of hellish people in pell-mell.
Guilty men are released from imprisoned hell after every hour.

While I was talking with God in the sky I heard morning bell.
I awoke soon and surprised to see sunrise from my sleeping tour.
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Narendra Modi Pm Is My Favourite National Leader

Narendra Modi was born on 17th-sept-1950 to Damodardas Mulchand and Heeraben. He passed his e from Gujarat University and became the Prime Minister of India. He used to earn and learn helping to his father and so, God made him a great human. Now under him our India became a Nuclear and the scientific country in the world.

Modi played a significant role in the BJP's-2009 general election campaign. He is the 14th current Prime Minister of India in office since may-26-2014. On 2 october-2014- he launched to swachh Bharat Abhiyan (clean India) operation, Modi arrives as a ray of hope in the lives of a billion Indians for a bright future.

We only used to say India is a golden bird but in reality Modi made it a golden bird. Modi is named the best Prime Minister of India who made Nation wide survey. Within a short period he has improved all the fields and sections of India top hold. As of july-2016 our beloved PM Modi has completed (51) trips of Foreign countries.

Said- Prime minister Modi-'Democratic India will be the driver of global economy.'

He urged American investors to set up efficient and valid manufacturing units in India. We all thank to honorable PM Modiji as (2) years ago many Indians lived in poverty. Now-a-days world technology is guiding several fascinating informations to Indians.

Cities are engines of economy growth, employment opportunities and prosperity. Said our Prime minister-'We will make it easier to do science research in India'.
India is at the global frontiers to exceed achievements in science and technology.

Our digital networks are expanding the quality and research of quick public services.

Modi is the first Prime Minister of India whose mother was alive when he took office. His foreign policy initiatives realized true potential role of world's largest democracy. By having God's favour and mother's blessings Modi does his country men's service. Due to Modi's humanity, he is considered one of the members of every Indian family.

The (NDA) is the ruling coalition in parliament and rules over 13 states governments. The (NDA) was formed in May-1998 as a coalition to contest the general election. It was led by the Bharatiya Janta Party as included Indian several regional parties. The government collapsed within a year as (AIADMK) with drew its support from it.

He strengthened his team of young MPS, no chance to opposition-out parties. He is leading (NDA) accurately and thank them all though his party has full majority. Modi ji said- 'We welcome criticism as in democracy it gives us strength to guide us'. Modi PM's- Mann-Ki-Baat must be to wipe out poverty and inequality from India.

He visited to Saudi Arabia where, he was conferred the highest civilian honour. He attended UN, BRICS, SAARC and G.20 summits where they all appreciated India. He has attached the great importance ties with Arab world and known as an international leader. 100 smart cities are nominated in India, Japan is ready to help in building Indian
smart cities.

None had thought that a poor boy of Vadnagar will reach to New Delhi as a PM of India.
Who knows! Who knows! what a wonderful change of nature in the life of Narendra Modi is!
On-may-26-2014 Modi shines like a moon in the galaxy of India as a PM- news spread through media.
World surprised to know the news of a poor boy of Vadnagar and be happy to see him as a PM India.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi identified six broad areas for reforms in defence planning.
Enhancing jointness (the ability of the army, navy and airforce have to operate together)
In Modi Sarkar the Army, Navy and Airforce have become so strong as daring and challenging.
7th pay commission ministries have raised fresh salary to the army, Navy and airforce.

In the 2014 general election he moved all over India giving public speech to vote for BJP.
Baratiya Janta Party won more seats which gave the party a majority in the Lok sabha.
That was the golden luck of modi to be a PM Of India the news spread internationally.
Narendra Modi is the 1st ever Prime Minister of India who was born after independence of India.
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Nehru was the first PM of India and a central figure in Indian politics. He was born on Nov-14-1889 in Allahabad, died on may 27 1964 in New Delhi. His parents Swaroop Rani & Motilal Nehru educated him at home by tutors. After his degree in 1910, Nehru went to London to study law for two years.

Motilal Nehru (1861-1931) a wealthy barrister, kashmiri Pandit community. He served twice as the president of (INC) during the independence struggle. His wife Swaroop Rani (1868-1938) who belonged to kashmiri brahmin family. Motilal Nehru joined in Swaraj Party in 1922 but Nehru did not join in it.

Jawaharlal Nehru was educated in England and in 1912 he returned to India. He practised law, got married to kamala and they had a daughter Indra Gandhi. He was one of the Nationalists suffered imprisonment in a princely state Nabha. Nehru became the top political leader of the Indian National congress party.

Nehru had developed an interest in Indian politics during his time in Britain. Gaining Indian independence in 1947 Nehru held his position till death in 1964. He loved children so, they used to call him chacha Nehru all over the Nation. He was one of the rising stars of the Indian independence movements & campaigns.

By the end of world war two Jawaharlal Nehru recognised as Gandhi’s successor. He played a central role in the negotiation for the agreement over independence. When all asleep India awoke to life and freedom at the stroke of midnight over. We step out from old to new & soul of our Nation finds utterance on 15-Aug-1947.

He was a graduate of Trinity College, Cambridge university and the inner Temple. He trained to be a barrister, returned to India, enrolled at Allahabad High Court. He worked less period as a barrister but he fought for the Indian independence. He was the first PM to hoist the National flag and made a speech from Lal Quila.
Pandit Nehru met Mahatma Gandhi in the year 1916 at Lucknow session of Congress.
It was to be the life long partnership between Nehru and Gandhiji till death.
Nehru sacrificed his life for motherland & he was one of the fortunate leaders.
In 1916 he had his first meeting with Gandhiji and immensely inspired by him.

He Said, 'I took to the crowd and crowd took to me and yet I never lost myself in it.'
'Quit India’resolution, imprisonment of Nehru, Gandhi and other leaders till June 1945.
Nehru suffered by heart attack, the specialists tried to save him but found him unfit
Two years later Nehru's daughter became PM of India since her assassination in 1984.

Nehru launched the First Five Year Plan in 1951 and as per the plan it was the right way.
His words for Gandhi's assassination as the light has gone but we see dark everywhere.
He has been PM of India for 17 years since independence, at (74) he forever passed away.
He had (2) sisters (1) Vijaya Lakshmi (2) Krishna Hutheesing (1) daughter Indra Gandhi.
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Nephew Yahya And His M.B.B.S. Uncle Abbas Ali
Student Of Yenepoya University

I have a sweet-heart grandson named Yahya one year old.
He calls us sweetly dada-dadi-dad and mum with his tiny tongue.
He drives three wheeler vehicle just like the pilot of England.
While playing with him we pass our retirement time in great joy.

His friends are airoplane, car, elephant, tiger, deer, monkey and baby.
He puts toys friends around himself and play with them by a fine trick.
In the company of his toys friends we too all play with them happily.
Daily we watch his excellent performance as a T.V. getting entertainment.

He walks and falls, creeps and smiles murmuring the innocent words.
To see T.V. he creates a strange musical tone that makes us laugh.
He sits on the horse back of his uncle Abbas Ali on hands-holds two swords.
Abbas Ali is the MBBS uncle of Yahya, they both play as the pet friends.

It is a fine rainy day, Yahya and his friends put the boat on stream and sit on it.
Sailing boat gives them much pleasure and they happily jump and shout.
The great waves of the water made sailing boat un-balance and unfit.
The boat is about to sink, MBBS uncle came running and saved the boat from the risk.

To look at the funny acting of children sun, moon, stars, birds and flowers enjoy.
They all admire them to go through the fun of children and say, what a lovely fun!
The children seem to be beautiful flowers of a royal garden of INDIA.
Passer by the children who look at their games may pass in immense gay.

Rainy water is flowing in great speed just like Kaveri river.
In which Yahya again puts his boat and none can sit on it.
Children call loudly boat, boat it goes long and it is to disappear.

All children weep and say Alas! boat is sunk that is our great loss.
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Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose Is The Father Of Indian Freedom - (January 23-1897 To August 18-1945)

India lost The Subhas Diamond- the real hero of Indian freedom as he often fought strongly with the Britishers.
He was reportedly killed in an air crash over Taipei, Taiwan, on 18-8-1945, India was greatly shocked.
His death is shrouded in mystery upon mystery even conspiracy theories have been made more mysterious.
Bose said, 'Mujhe Tumhara Khoon Do, Mein Tumhe Azadi Doonga.' 'Give me your blood, and I will give you freedom.'

Netaji said, 'The greatest curse for a man is to remain a slave', 'Freedom is not given, it is taken.'
Subhas Chandra Bose said, 'We should have but one desire today-the desire is to die so that India may live.'
He was imprisoned eleven times by the British over a span of 20 years either in India or in Rangoon.
Subhas Chandra Bose always believed that India should be a totally democratic country.

Netaji was one of the India's greatest freedom fighter and he was the king among the greatest-patriots.
Janaki Nath Bose and Prabhavati Devi were lucky to have an adorable son like a leader of patriotic-mind.
He was a very brilliant and sincere student but he never had much interest in sports.
He beat and thrashed the British professor in 1916, then and there he was soon arrested.

His father was a well known and successful lawyer in Cuttack and received the title of 'Rai Bahadur'.
Bose's father wanted him to become a civil servant so, he sent him to England in 1919 to study.
He took highest marks in English but he participated in freedom movements and became a fighter.
Bose resigned to the Indian civil service and came back to India and joined in freedom movements.

He was a revolutionary freedom fighter and he motivated to the people to involve
in freedom struggles.
After reading many incidents about the exploitation of the Indians by the British he decided to take revenge.
Even after his death he is still alive with his vibrant nationalism in the hearts of Indians.
Bose was the editor of the newspaper 'Forward' founded by his political guru Chittaranjan Das.

Bose worked as CEO in municipal corporation and later he was elected as the mayor in 1924 at Calcutta city.
Bose became the general secretary of congress party in 1927 and worked with Nehru for independence.
A coward dies a hundreds of times before his death but our Netaji has died for Nation once for all bravely.
When he was in jail he refused to accept the food for around two weeks as he disliked the British rule.

He was elected as the president of all India Youth congress and secretary of Bengal state congress.
Bose had to defeat a presidential candidate nominated by Gandhiji but the candidate was defeated.
Gandhiji 'expressed his dissatisfaction as Sitaramayya's defeat is my defeat', Bose wonders and laughs.
Bose had won the election but without any second thought he resigned from the congress party.

In 1938-1939 he became the president of The Indian National congress and in 1943 INA was formed.
Subhas Chandra Bose was influenced by Swami Vivekanada's teachings, some what Gandhiji's politics.
It is said that 2 days later on 20-8-1945- his body was cremated in the main Taihoku crematorium land.
Bose died for freedom of India and thus he ever shines like a star in the galaxy of our mother land.
Bose had brought a resolution to give the British six months to hand India over to Indian.
But the British failed and there had been a great revolution between Britishers and Indians.
The Britishers were afraid of violent reactions in India and the leaders thought Bose is in prison.
He took a hunger-strike and after his health deteriorated on the 11th day of fasting and he was freed.

He was placed under house arrest and that time many leaders including Nehru supported to Bose.
Battles were fought and by ship Bose came to Tokyo and was warmly received by Japan as the Head of INA.
Netaji had visited to London during pre-independence period to discuss with Labour party about Indian future.
Netaji had a great personality and his profound love for Nation made him the best National leader of India.

(Azad Hind Fauj) called (Indian National Army) had a strong hold to push back the British people.
Bose had guessed that Gandhiji's tactics of non-violence would never be sufficient to get the freedom.
Again he had established a separate political party 'All India Forward Block' and continued warfare.
We Indians are very thankful to our Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose that he has given his life to free India from the British.
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New Delhi Is The Capital City Of Bharat Matha Famous For Historical Places

New Delhi is the capital city of Bharat Matha famous for historical places. It is a home to beautiful sights of historical places for the tourists. It has rich attractions of nature in historical lush gardens and sights. Gurudwara, Akshardham temple, Azad home, 5 star hotel and Qutub minar.


New Delhi is not only central city of India but also the whole world. Almost all the countries of the world visit to it for business purpose. In the short period of freedom it has become just like shining gold. Our central Air force, Navy Military forces are very strong in the world.

There are two main parties in the parliament as BJP and CONGRESS, Now a days elected BJP is ruling all over India likewise parties change. Indian are wise to go through the progressive plans of Govt. for success. If any party does not work for nation or citizens will be defeated.

Our central Govt. is trying to improve cities and villages of the country. Many technical industries and scientific research institutes have been opened. Citizens obey laws as none is rich or poor for all common equality. We citizens must wipe out poverty, ill will inequality among all men and women.

This city is busy and restless with full of public every where. Men and women work day and night equally in this busy city. We see the citizens of many countries of the world here. In this city we see planes and birds of the world fly on the sky forever.

MAZID S KAZI
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Noor Loves To Amir Khan But Amir Khan Hates To Noor

Noor loves to Amir khan but Amir khan hates to Noor. There is a war of a love between both of them. Amir khan longed to marry a rich girl but Noor is a poor. He says, you are a poor, yes Iam a poor but my love is rich.

He got engagement with a daughter of wealthy merchant. New bride looks very beautiful having smiling nature. To know about her lover Amir khan stopped to chant. He repented to understand that she has a lover.

Amir khan ashamed and stop to think himself as a rich. He requested to Noor to pardon him for his bad act. And he promised her that he will make her enrich. Noor said, I loved only to you but not to your any react.

Love made them strong not to dishearten them to part. True love wins a stony hearted Amir khan not to depart.
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O! Ghost Ghost Ghost I Was Shouting Fearfully In Great Tension At Night

O! ghost ghost ghost I was shouting fearfully in great tension at night. None awoke from asleep to help me but I was shouting and shouting. A bad face statue stood before me changing its faces and I saw it in the light. It was trying to kill me but I ran here and there to escape from it.

It was to catch me I opened my house door suddenly and ran outside. It also came from my house and followed behind me to murder to me. However I ran and ran long away out of the city at night to hide. It misguided me and took me to graveyard, I did not know where I was.

There I heard a cry of graveyard guard and he said why did you come here? I could not understand what to do and where to go from this place. Again I ran toward the city and the ghost too came back following me. On the way it caught me tightly and I cried in pain in a loud sound.

People and my family members gathered around me and night is to welcome morn. Disappeared the ghost and I awoke from my dream to listen morning horn.
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O, my sweet heart if you be away from me.
I always see you in the mirror of my heart.
Come hither, come hither, take my lovely rose.
Never to cause the displeasure as an offender.

I felt you an angel of love and became a devotee
I am mistaken to love a stony hearted dame
I didn`t understand your fine cheating game
Birds and flowers wept to see me in love of ye.

Natural things already knew thine tricky smile.
Stars and moon say &quot;she will deceive him soon&quot;.
It happens so in the life`s journey of every mile.
It is the wonderful story of my disgusted love.

This maiden has a beginning in never ending line.
Not to get you I only admire your beauty, what a fine!
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Oh God! I Am In A Great Tension Of Mind

Oh God! I am in a great tension of mind.
I don't know, What to do at this time?
THINE Please tell me, What is my crime?
Kindly pardon me nothing I remind.

Soon as possible You bless mercy on me.
And maintain peace in my family soon.
THOU give me your grace from the moon.
As I daily see YOU with my mind's eye.

There is an unnecessary argument at home.
Hither no one gives me respect nor my wife.
Howsoever thither THY must come.
And quickly solve my family's strife.

GOD is always welcome and welcome.
GOD came and settled entire disputes of our life.
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One Day I Am Alone At Home I Feel Disappoint And Disarm

One day I am alone at home I feel disappoint and disarm.
In lonely mood the train of thoughts run from my mind.
This train of my thoughts carried me safely without harm.
But it is wonder how people sleep alone in grave forever.

The day has passed with me and the night has welcomed me.
At night whole country slept but I am one not to have slept.
To pass the night I started to write the poem that is my theme.
Writing the poem I felt I am with the family of the world.

In loneliness my time piece started to talk with me tick tick.
I passed the night happily with it without bore of mind.
The day greeted me with warm hearted but I was feeling sick.
I slept four hours going through the day dream of this day.

Now I define the best experience of single handed life that I have faced.
In lonesome nature I wrote poem in which a real story is traced.
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Our India Is The Best Country Of The Whole World

Our India is the best country of the whole world. 
We are the shining stars of our Indian sky. 
Our country grows diamonds jewels and gold. 
We are the beautiful flowers of our Indian garden.

What a fine scenery of sunrise and sunset here! 
Our many holy rivers flow in the hearts of our country. 
It has nice an excellent natural atmosphere. 
Peacocks parrots cry and sing sweetly in India.

All the day our farmers work on land and pray for rain. 
By the grace of God rain falls timely and they reap good crops. 
Here all live in joint families happily without pain, 
This is the land of divinity so we get love and affection here.

We citizens are the soldiers to protect our country India. 
We never be afraid of our enemy counties of the world. 
We tell them to live with us peacefully through media. 
If not we fight against any attack of our enemy country.

Our Himalayan range talks to the sky God everyday. 
It brings messages from the sky God to our Indian God. 
In Himalayan range crowds of birds fly and never miss the way. 
There flying of birds in a line must be fascinated by all.

Green fields and forests are the attractions of our country. 
Sight of swimming ducks on rivers and streams wins the hearts. 
We watch sailing of ships on Indian ocean with full of joy. 
We are lucky citizens of our country to enjoy our nationality.
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Our Sun

Our sun is red and pure Gold.
None praises him but he is kind.
He is a crowned king with a hold.
we can't touch him for his hot rind.

He is much helpful to one and all.
He comes whenever children call.
And he moves without a ramble fall.
With the whole world he is social.

He is hot and forgives our crimes.
And gives us the grace of his light.
If he hides only for sometimes.
We will be blind like a dark night.

Sunrise and sunset have a fine sight.
Sun gives life to the world by his light.

Mazid- S- Kazi
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Pardon Me, Pardon Me, Pardon Me

Pardon me, Pardon me, Pardon me.
I am the great guilty votary of YE.
Please kindly bless Thine mercy on me.
I am the faithful devotee of Thee.

None is in this world for me except You.
I have done many crimes in my life.
No one guides me or my beloved wife.
I am sick and I bend my head before Thou.

God blessed me and I recovered from disease.
I am very grateful to my God who is kind.
Otherwise by a serious disease I had to decease.
I repent on my crimes that is to remind.

I know that my life is only for a lease.
Now I merely beg your pardon but I don't mind.
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Poem Hunter

Poem hunter is the richest English literary forum of the world. It maintains brother hood, broad mind and humanity. Poets are the literary diamonds and jewels of this forum. It brings to all on one plot form of love to root out inhumanity.

It welcomes heartily to all the poets of the world. Poets deposit their poems in the treasury of poem hunter. Here poems shine like stars in the galaxy of English literature. Readers and visitors come here to read the poems and to take shelter.

It hunts old and new poets and poems of Mother tongue English. But it co-operates with other languages poets and poems too. And it enlightens the minds and hearts of all the readers of poetries. It gives us love of God and wipes out from us ill will and boo.

Poetry is a difficult and beautiful art of the poet. It is a piece of writing arranged by patterns of lines. Which gives sounds expressing in an imaginative mood. With deep thoughts, love, feelings, emotions and scenes.

Poetry is a gift of God which defines about Nature and human beings. It praises true love of God and like dislike of votaries. And it makes this world the best art of imaginary hell and heaven. The people who read the poetries must enjoy it forgetting worries.

Daily visitors see the beautiful flowers of poetries in the poem hunter. All who visit this place will get peace of mind in the calm Nature. Hither they read different colours of poetries with great entertainments. God visits and reads poems and appreciates it's fine Natural feature.
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Politicians Are The Policy Maker Technical Minded Men

Politicians are the policy maker technical minded men.  
They win the hearts of men by their political technique.  
And easily they defeat highly educated men and women.  
By nature all literate men have no political technique at all.

People welcome and garland their leader if he is elected.  
They gather and cheer their leader wherever he may go.  
Otherwise their leader is neglected if he is not re-elected.  
Many politicians promise to do so and so but do nothing.

Luck favors a good or a bad political leader to win election.  
A politician should maintain his political career very safely.  
He should help poor and needy and stop money collection.  
In every walk of his life a good leader will always live happily.

His political career is like a star of the sky helping us all  
But a bad politician sucks blood of poor and soon he will fall.
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Prayers Of Parents Make A Peaceful Heaven To A Home

Prayers of parents make a peaceful heaven to a home. 
The children who neglect their parents will be cursed. 
The Nature makes such children's house a hellish dome. 
They are lucky children who are blessed by their parents.

It is said that there is a heaven under the legs of mother. 
The children love or not to their mother but she loves all. 
She embraces good or bad children but she can't smother. 
Mother is habituated to pray to God for all their happiness.

A few children won't love their parents but love their wives. 
In old age parents are in need of only their children's love. 
Who devote God, adore parents will be happy in their lives. 
Love of parents always comes to children from the sky above.

God bless those children who are blessed by their parents. 
And God curse those children who are cursed by their parents.
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Rani Is The Unfortunate To Receive A Sad Garland

Rani is the unfortunate to receive a sad garland.
Raja promises her to meet him in Taj garden.
To see him with a girl there seems her a desert land.
Again there came three lovers one by one.

All five scolded him and went in anger.
Five lovers planned to teach him a good lesson.
They whispered themselves to put him in a danger.
Next day the first lover Rani carries him to Taj hotel.

P S I arrested to Raja and all five lovers were there.
With both's opinion register marriage was done.
He is ashamed to know the news spread every where.
His family members came but supported him none.

Raja and Rani both put garlands one another here.
Before P S I and all they swore to live happily and gone.

Mazid S Kazi , INDIA
Red Rose

How fair are you? O! lovely red rose.
You have sweet eyes, lips, teeth and a nose.
Your are looking like a smart lady of the art.
And your graceful dignity has won my heart.

Stay, stay, why do you fade away so soon?
Till the sunset would welcome to the moon.
The day weeps to depart red rose so early.
It would like to play with red rose happily.

Whenever I see ye I forget my worries.
I made you the queen of my poeties.
Your beautiful face has a lively proposal.
Thine have to smile and laugh to greet all.

So long as after your forever separation.
That I lament for your daily rotation.
As shines the star in the milky way.
Red rose is seen in the grace of the day.

Mazid S Kazi, INDIA
Religion

Religion is the firm faith of mind.
Nothing is to argue what one can find.
Music or magic and love or hate.
But it is the true love of the fate.

Every one finds God in his religion.
As one lives in his own region.
All know all religions are well.
Why friends? why should we quarrel?

Who kills to whom with a gun or knife.
Is this a real glory of the man's life?
What a silly hatred of our nature?
The man kills to a man to kill his future.

Respect all the religions with a good heart.
Let us all live the life of a happy part.
Hindu or Muslim and Sikh or Christian.
We are all the children of the same Nation.

We know no religion in the stomach of mother.
Now we think of religion to fight one another.
We are in need of peace to live in the world.
Let us live in peace loving all GODS like gold.
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Repentance For Wrong Done

I know the rules of God as virtue, sins, evil, heaven and hell, good and bad. 
Well knowing the rules I have done a lot of sins in my every walk of life. 
For that God has given me punishment cutting my happy life which I had. 
Now I am a heart patient suffering from 15 mm stone in my stomach.

These diseases made me sad and unhappy in life of my remaining days. 
Let us make God glad by worshiping Him and helping His poor votaries. 
If we work against the will of God even then He leads us in right ways. 
That is why whole world worship God for His truthful and rightful power.

I repent before God to pardon me for my crimes that I have done. 
Every day I pray to God hoping for His forgiveness and blessings. 
As per my evil actions I myself made my life a hell but none. 
I day and night pray to God to put my soul in heaven after my death.

O! God You have kept me in a hellish prison of life since long. 
After death You kindly give me place in heaven forgiving me I am wrong.
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Sex Is A Dirty Devil Of Mind Which Always Troubles The Mind

Sex is a dirty devil of mind which always troubles the mind. A sexy man or woman suffers in life not to control the sex. Such man or woman makes the life-hell in an unkind bind. Nothing they find in life due to their worset sexual nature.

Wife and husband, parents and children may divide in life. For example if a boy or a girl can be married in other caste. Then a war begins among kith and kin and also other caste. Lovers die in their blind love not to think of their family.

Great leaders and officers are often disturbed by sexual life. They lost jobs or seats and led their families for distruction. Those who control the sex are forever happy in life with safe. Sex can not let for any risk but it can be let for construction.

If wife is suffering from any disease but husband must control. Likewise both should control sex otherwise sex becomes petrol.
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Sex Sex Sex A Few Men Or Women Boys Or Girls Run After Sex Illegal

Sex sex sex a few men or women boys or girls run after sex illegal. Due to a silly mistake their life becomes a great guilty hell. We are human beings so that our activities should be legal. We must have good mind and good heart to understand the feelings of all.

We know from T.V. and newspaper that even old people do wrong sex. They suffer by great shame in life, society as well as in their family. Many boys and girls fall in love to make their parents to worry and relax. God has made married couple to control dirty unlawful sex.

God has given us a fine mind to think in a clear and fair way. According to the laws and orders of God we have to lead our life. Not to control their evil sex ers lose jobs day by day. Many people are put in jail for this devil unfit act of sex.

Let us live and pity with all helping each other with a good mind. Surely Almighty God helps us life long that is His grace we find.
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Sunita's Parental Offer

It was discussed about a rich boy.
Soon her marriage was done in merriment.
Her parents used to think her as a toy.
Unnoticed to her it was a settlement.

Why didn't first they ask her opinion?
Wedding night she found a drunkard.
That is the worset self willed union.
The same night bridegroom went to play card.

Why should she blame to her own fate?
It would have been good or bad.
She will blame to her parents and hate.
What God made her fortune that she had.

She had spent her childhood in delight.
After she was cursed and sent to suffer.
And they pushed her in such a slight.
That too she accepted her parental offer.

Mazid- S- Kazi
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Suspicion Minded Men And Women Suffer In Life

Suspicion minded men and women suffer in life.
Suspicion is an incurable disease of mind.
There is no medicine for such patients to find.
It is the worst septic of mind to husband and wife.

Broad minded people always live a life of gay.
In any society or family suspicion has no respect.
Many families have been divided by suspicion.
Suspicion brings in us impurity of mind day by day.

Suspected husband and wife doubt one another.
They will have no peace of mind time to time at all.
Husband must not doubt to his wife if she talks to other.
She too may not doubt if he talks with a girl in any hall.

The couple of good character will never bother.
Suspicion divides the hearts and builds a hatred wall.
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Terrorism, Terrorism, Terrorism please kindly stop it.
Peace, Peace, peace please kindly welcome it.
Our all prophets disliked terrorism the act of unfit.
Stop, Stop, stop killing our innocent generation.

Humanity is the best and sacred religion of all.
As God loves all human beings but we love our own.
Because we have hatred nature that is our great fall.
Let us have the love of humanity like our prophets.

Friends, what benefit have we taken for terrorism?
To become the terrorists we are killing ourselves.
Let us pray to Almighty God to lead us to humanism.
As God help those people who help themselves.

Every one thinks that his religion is the best and pure.
Pity on animals they have no religion but it is sure.
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The Bird Crow

The Crow is the best messenger of God which brings protective message to the people.
But the people have an unpleasant matter to talk about it and they dislike it.
It frankly shows us to get immediate protection from the danger of our life.

If it enters into the house We soon fear and leave the house for three months.
We surprise and suspect to the bird instead of praying to God for His grace of mercy.
If We pray to God with all heart and soul, He surely helps us from any danger.

We people have many stories of this bird but it always comes to us for our safety.
One day a bird crow touched to the head of an engineer who was going out of his house.

He wondered and doubted some evil will be happened and fearing himself he did suicide.
It is a true incident of a suspicion minded engineer which took place in Bangalore city.
Engineer has full faith in the Crow but not in God and God is his best Guide.

It is sure if he would have believed in God and God would have definitely saved him.

It is pity on him as he died for a deathless death terrified by an innocent bird.
The bird crow poem is a good message for all the people to have full faith in Almighty God.
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The Most Beautiful City London Is The Capital Of England And United Kingdom

The most beautiful city London is the capital of England and United Kingdom. It is situated in the South Eastern England on the biggest river Thames. Magnificent houses of parliament stood in the heart of the city with freedom. Parliament is made up of the house of common and house of lords and it makes laws.

London is the constituency of the European parliament and it elects 8 MPs. It exists to challenge the work to decide taxes and scrutinising the Government. It is a rich and scientific city in the world and a queen of the world beauties. Thames is a large river in England and it goes through London and it is 346 kilometers.

It looks so excellent that the visitors spend happy hours on it with family. Big Ben tower above Westminster bridge welcomes to the visitors to enjoy. beauty clinic in central London works for the treatments of beauty. London queen hair dresser and beauty Saloon city of London are expensive and popular.

The London school of beauty provides training of make up artistry courses. LCBT is world famous college to run private courses in central city of London. Many topmost Govt. departments are located very close to parliament houses. New Wembley Stadium of London is the largest Soccer Stadium in the world.

Central hall westminster is the largest Central London conference in the world. Georgian House Hotel in Central London is near all major London attractions. Architecture building is the symbol of London having a great hold. Park Plaza Hotel, Savoy Hotel, Luxury and Grand Hotels are top in London.

Visitors come from all the corners of the world to reside in these hotels. Old See Saw, Brian Jackson, Bare and BFI films are famous in London. People go through films and video films and art films with great happiness. Jashua Hill, Harrington Hill, Tower Hill, Notting Hill, Saffron Hill and Muswell Hill.

Thames river, River Lee and other rivers and hills are the gifts of London city. God has blessed to London City providing all the necessary needs of the people. Citizens are lucky to live in London city to get here the natural beauty. Big Ben British museum and Bucking Ham palace are graces of the city.
Tourists of the world visit to London to see delightful and interesting sights. Churches Mosques and Temples always look at the sky God to talk and greet Him. God is happy to see the devotional places decorated at night by colorful lights. Churches Mosques and Temples of London city are the most beautiful in the world.

At night in lights London looks like a beautiful and fairly dressed bride. London trovit properties are let for rent and for sale at the best prices. Supreme Court is final for civil or criminal cases in UK on the right side. London is a cool city to live and it is an amazing place to live in its nature.

As a Kingdom of England London has powerful Air force Navy and military forces. By nature London city is the great honor of England in respect of united kingdom.

There are many universities in London among them are 10 top universities. Oxford and Cambridge universities are European in the 10 top universities.


Primary resources science London, Bio-Medical science London, science learning centre. Imperial college of science technology and medicine and kings neuroscience institute. And research and training London health science institute is St. Joseph's health care. Medical, Engineering, MBA, LLB and other various colleges are found in the heart of London.

There are 9 London Airports and three of them are actually in London town. 5 Major International Airports of London are the greatest Airports in the world. London Oxford Airport, London City Airport, UK Airport and London airport taxi are well known. It is international business center of the world and people come from all the
countries of the world.

West Minster bridge is a road and foot traffic bridge over the river Thames. Tourists look at the sights of colorful birds flying on the banks of the river. People and Animals swim in the river and people wash clothes on the banks. Fishermen catch fishes and sell fishes on the banks and in the market place.

The people move on the Westminster bridge by buses, cars, scooters, cycles and walks. Attractions and sights of London markets, London stations and bridges are beautiful.

In London the rich live in one part and rich and poor and average live in other parts. London Govt. is strong and careful to control the public by legally or by Police Force.

England does not have a President rather a Monarch or a Prime Minister. Sir Robert Walpole was the first Prime Minister of UK and he got his post in 1721. He governed England from 1721 to 1742 and as a Prime Minister he was a well worker. He died in 1745 having been England first and longest serving Prime Minister.

His palace was in London the capital city of England, he lived with his family in London city.

David Cameron has been elected as the current Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. He became Prime Minister on May 2010 and a leader of British Conservaty Party. England has only A Prime Minister collectively in association with the United Kingdom.
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The Old Patients Are More Better Than The Modern Doctors

The old patients are more better than the modern doctors. A few doctors are the cheaters of our innocent patients. Just to earn money they are the false diseases creators. Once I am told to admit myself for gas-trouble but I don't.

They check the patients but it is not necessary to admit. Even though they admit them saying for good treatment. Those patients who are ready to be admitted will only permit. Such false treatment is a greedy appointment for money.

A good ed me to control food or take light food. If I take heavy food I will take a zinetac or Aciloc or Omee. Since ten years I am alive but our doctors never believed. Nor I got operation of my body nor spent one lakh for me.

Friends, consult the good doctors and follow their advice. For every one's health a good doctor is a very good choice.
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The Rich People Always Think That They Are Highly Superiors

The rich people always think that they are highly superiors. They run after money in the way of selfishness and greediness. And they neglect the poor people as the poors are lowly inferiors. They are tempted by this worldly temporary money and property.

They have forgotten the real life that is the life after the death. As a market astrologer a rich man predicts that 'it is a real life. One day the angel of the death comes and pulls his soul and breath. Then he knows his real life and property for nothing except grave yard.

Rich men fear the poor men as the poor men may ask them money. But the poor men are proud of their prestige and honour. Wants of the poor men are limited and for them a bread is a honey. However rich men earn money and can't think of their dishonour.

We all are the beggars of GOD and GOD is the rich for all. Grave yard is the kingdom of GOD in which death is a fall.
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The Wise Men Told That Low Aim Is A Crime

The wise men told that low aim is a crime.
Never lose hope and think of bright future.
Then God will surely help us in our bad time.
Lucky man always wishes for his good luck only.

A coward dies hundreds of times before his death.
Life is given to us to use it in a proper way.
Let us be courageous to get our excellent path.
Otherwise our low aim leads to us to suffer life long.

We should be assured of God for His kindness.
Except God none will help us in our poverty.
Let us help to poor not to be proud of our greatness.
God will be happy to see our broad sense and humanity.

Simple living and high thinking make us happy.
But luxury life and low thoughts make us unhappy.
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There Was A King Named Vikram Who Was Very Proud Of His Kingdom

There was a king named Vikram who was very proud of his kingdom. He had given all the facilities to his country men and helped needy people. His people were too much happy to get all the needful things and freedom. King was kind and merciful to all but by nature he was a sexy man.

A guard of the palace and his wife Sharada lived near the palace there. Sharada was a beautiful and attractive lady having the best characters. It was the duty of the guard to watch the palace whole night here. Alas! the next morning the guard came home, fell ill seriously and died.

King and public cried to see the dead body, carried to grave and buried him sadly. Daily some ministers of the palace joked to Sharada to get married soon some one. Sharada came to the palace to complain against them before king painfully. King himself fell in love with her, made her naked, she said, He looks but king said none.

She wept and said, He looks, who! none is here, pray God, God looks you angrily. Hearing God's name, king made her dressed and he repented before God never to do so and said sorry.
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Thousands Of Years Ago The Man Lived A Wild Life.

Thousands of years ago the man lived a wild life.  
He wandered like an animal in the forest and hill.  
There were no families nor husband and wife.  
But he was more better than the man of today.

And he dwelt in unity with his men full of co-operation.  
If there were wild animals they frightened them away.  
Modern man kills human beings in a suspense operation.  
He kills to others to go to jail or hell that is he kills himself.

Think deeply for this cruel act sitting alone on heath.  
Who is a Christian, Hindu, Muslim and Buddhist?  
He is our brother having same water, air, blood, life and death.  
Our all prophets brought us peace like Jesus christ.

They showed us good way and lived for us till their last breath.  
Revenge stop it, be a human but not to be a terrorist.
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Time Is The Most Precious Diamond Of Life

Time is the most precious diamond of life.  
The man who uses his time in a proper way.  
He will be surely a great man in life one day.  
One who kills his time shall fall in life's strife.

If a girl or a boy is educated timely in childhood.  
Definitely they would be a talented job holder.  
If time makes us illiterate to literate, bad to good.

Time changes a king to a beggar and a poor to a rich.  
It is a priceless gift which plays an important act.  
But time is also just like a cricket pitch,  
It plays historical and political tricks of fact.

If once time will be wasted, again it can't stitch.  
Timely if we use our time, it will highly re-act.
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Time Plays An Important Part In The Life Of Everyone

Time plays an important part in the life of everyone. 
If a man's time is good he is successful in his life. 
Therefore it is said that time and tide wait for none. 
Good time always helps to the man in every walk of his life.

Bad time fails him often and often in all efforts of his life. 
He tries and tries, again and again but he will never succeed. 
Due to his bad time a man's life becomes a war of strife. 
If he touches gold that becomes soil and nothing happens.

His good time makes him a wealthy man, life-long. 
He will be called a great and respected man in society. 
People do not say against him if he has done anything wrong. 
Bad time displays with him inequality in his social or political party.

His own shadow goes away to leave him alone on the way. 
Thus bad time brings him difficult conditions in his life everyday.
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Tipu Sultan Was The Great King Of India Like A Tiger And Sri Rangapatna Is Famous For His Kingdom

Tipu sultan was the great king of India like a tiger and Sri Rangapatna is famous for his kingdom.
Hyder Ali fought against the british army and created terrors in the hearts of the English men.
He wanted that English people must leave India and his country men should be in freedom.
Hyder Ali died at the age of sixty in 1782 at Narasingarayananapet near Chittoor due to a disease.

Hyder Ali and Fathima had visited to the great saint Tipu Masthan and they prayed for a son.
A son was born in 1750 at Devanahalli and named him Tipu after the name of the great saint.
From the age of fifteen Tipu went with his father in the battle fields to be trained in person.
When Tipu was fighting with the british, there came a sudden news of his father's death.

He rushed to Sri Rangapatna here the people had gathered to see their favourite king lay dead.
With great honour Hyder Ali was buried at Lal-Bagh in mausoleum (Gumbuz) built by Tipu sultan,
Unanimously Tipu was elected to the throne of his father and assumed the title of Nawab as head.
His army saluted him with 121 guns and French 21 in the honour of his greatness.

He was left by his father an army of about 88,000 men at that time the best fighting force of India.
Tipu succeeded to a large kingdom bounded to north and south, east and west surrounded.
The britishers failed in their attemptes in defeating Tipu Sultan and they lost hope of every idea.
He was not aware of the treachery trick that played by Mir Sadiq, Poornaiya and ministers.
British army entered into the Fort with the help of Mir Sadiq and Poornaiya and attacked the palace. Raja Khan his personal attendant advised to Tipu to surrender to the british but he frankly rejected. Tipu Sultan fought with the british army till the last breath to defeat the british there. He had aimed to root out the british rule from India and he had desired to see Indian rule.

Hindus and Muslims, Christians and Sikhs all wept to see Tipu passed away from the world. He was trying to unite all the rulers of the south for national liberation for undivided. So, Tipu's letter to Nizam and Marathas clearly shows his national interest and patriotism he liked. He was the great administrator and he was the most superior to any other rulers of the south.

A magnificent Gumbuz was built by Tipu Sultan in the year 1784 for his beloved parents. Hyder Ali loved 'Lal-Bagh' so, Tipu selected this place and buried to his father and mother there. Tipu was shot dead by the british in 1799 and his body was carried and buried beside his parents tombs. Hyder Ali lies in the middle and his wife Fathima to the east and his son Tipu lies to the west.

Tipu said, 'I can not live in peace until the britishers were sent out of the country'. Tipu was the first and the last king who challenged to the british in wars and died while fighting. When Nizam had sent his troops for the british, 'he said to Nizam to get back his troops possibly'. He never sided the britishers and hated them because he did not like them to rule in India.

Hyder's last advice to Tipu, 'to make peace with the british as they are too much powerful'. Tipu asked to his people, 'they want peace or war with the british', they said in one voice 'war'. His army strongly fought against the british in the battle field as his army was brave and faithful.
He heard his father's advice and as the son of India he had to face the challenge of English army.

Tipu used to give grants for the constructions of temples, mosques, churches and Gurdwaras. He treated all the religions an equal and he allowed to the Hindus complete freedom of worship. There was an equal job-opportunity for Hindus and Muslims in all the Government-departments. During his seventeen years of rule there were no incidents of Hindu-Muslim conflict.

History tells to the world that Tipu killed to a tiger and hence he was called the tiger of Mysore. The britishers were afraid of Tipu to know his daring nature as he was more courageous. What could have been happened? if Tipu's men could have not become the traitors here. The british army killed to Tipu cowardly not to follow the rules of war, alas! a king was assassinated.
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We Had A Cat And Our Lovely Cat Was Ill

We had a cat and our lovely cat was ill.
It was admitted in hospital for treatment.
Previous day it fought with a cobra to kill.
The cobra suddenly escaped and found dead.

It moves around my house to kill the snakes.
It is just like a tiger and guards our house.
our children always play with it and feed it cakes.
After a few days our cat fell ill and died.

Dead body of our cat is put on sofa and all wept.
Why, pretty thing! could you not live with us all?
One by one all kissed it and sadly said it has slept.
If it is not seen at home tiger, tiger we used to call.

Alas1 with a bur-i-al ceremony in a grave it is kept.
All wept and wept and said, what a sweet fall!
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What We Do In Life That Will Be Reaction To Us Soon

What we do in life that will be reaction to us soon.
We do not see GOD WHO is with us hither.
Carelessly we always do bad deeds thither.
Every one of us thinks himself as good as a moon.

And we see in us changing of the fate as rich to poor.
That too we see turn of mass healthy to diseased.
Due to the wicked deeds many of us have deceased.
Nature makes us beggars to move door to door.

We laugh and weep in this short period of our life.
Let us do well whether we get help from none.
In life and death we have to face strife after strife.
So as we experience in life what we have done.

Bribery and dishonesty cut us in life or death like a knife.
Today to dooms-day nobody helps us Except GOD ONE.
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Who Has Created World, Earth Sky, Stars, Sun And Moon?

Who has created world, earth, sky, stars, sun and moon?
And human beings, animals, creatures, life and death.
Air, water, rain thunder, day and night, morn and noon.
Your GOD or my or his GOD or her but quarrel, Why?

All know well  GOD has created all but He is ONE.
Have you seen with your eyes who is A CREATOR?
No, why not? then love all GODS nothing is done.
GOD has formed in many forms or formless GOD.

Why should we set fire deep into the hearts of other?
While saying our GOD IS more superior than your.
But let us know he or she is our sister or brother.
Why should we argue simply in this life's short tour?

All religions are GOD'S, Why should we bother?
Nothing is seen before birth and after death of our.
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Who knows! Who knows! What a wonderful day it is!
Soon I had been admitted in NH/SDM hospital Dharwar.
My wife and children surprised and cried "what is this".
Doctors said "he has to get heart operation otherwise he dies".

On the day of 12th June-2011 my heart operation was done.
I had become unconscious for 2 days and 2 nights.
My wife and children lost hope of me and said "we have none".
One fine morning I saw alone in my operation cell.

All happily prayed to God to see me alive from my fall.
Doctors too wondered to see me alive who had lost hope of me.
Every one in the hospital said that "he cannot live at all".
My urine had become blood as I pissed the blood there.

Suddenly my urine turned normal then I felt no pain.
I am lucky and blessed by God as I am re-born again.
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Who saves a man when he lost all hope of his life?
God and Courage save him when he lost all hope of his life.
If he failed in life, his life becomes a terrible knife.
His daring nature solves all the difficulties of his life.

A coward does not face the risk of life and he dies sadly.
A brave man will tackle all the danger problems of life.
He will cross many storms in the journey of his life.
Courageous man must receive God's favour suddenly.

He has faith in God that is why he gets good result.
Every one has to pass from life's different situations.
Many can do suicide not to tolerate their life's insult.
All should follow my advice as we live in all nations.

Let us pray to God for His grace and He surely helps us.
God is always with us to guide us and GOD is gracious.
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Why Do We Consider Rich Or Poor Here?

Why do we consider rich or poor here?
We are proud of our wealth this day.
Friends, after death what do we say?
In Cremation Ground all are equal there.

Kings and beggars sleep in the kingdom of MAKER.
Why are we jealousy of one another?
And we have no good thoughts for other.
Many of us disobey GOD who is the action TAKER.

Here we have countless families of various gain.
In Grave Yard we have a single family of Nature.
In tombs dead men and women are divinely lain.
We must think of death but not bright future.

Death leads us to humanity but not to hate or pain.
Souls are alive but bodies are in the nature of fracture.
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William Shakespeare is the greatest poet and dramatist of all the ages. He had a golden mind which he used for English and other literatures. His genius talents make his readers interested in all his literary pages. Reading his poetries and sonnets I became his pet disciple and a poet.

He is the king of all the poets and in his kingdom Iam a sonneteer. And in his court Iam always ready for his service with other poets. He acted as an actor in the theatres of England that was his career. But he is an immortal star giving us the light of his poetries and dramas.

His books are kept in the schools, colleges and universities like gold. He is so popular in the world that he is the citizen of all the countries. I pray to GOD to bless mercy on him and put him in heaven with a hold. My master rests in heavenly garden and around it stood sentries.

GOD says, 'I had sent him on earth lighted his mind with education.' He has done his sacred duty and so he is in heaven in meditation.
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Words are more precious than gold.
Sweet words win heart to heart.
Bad words set fire heart to heart.
Soft words make us all clean bold.

Abusive words bring one or other dispute.
Good words will be always in gain.
Vulgar words are the source of murder.
Due to wrong words all will be in pain.

A word is a honey as well as a poison.
Think before. what you are to say or talk?
Keep shocking words in your mouthful prison.
Listen to the advice of doctor for morn eve walk.

Tongue is a sword of body it has to imprison.
We should write fine words with a pen or a chalk.
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Work Of God

Friends we do our work as soon as possible.
Now-a-days we have been very selfish and greedy.
Because in doing the work of God we are late.
We take donation to repair or construct temple or mosque.

We keep this devoted work of God in pending.
We go on doing the work of our own.
That is why life long we are suffering.
If we think of God's work, our work itself done.

I caution to all to fear God as God is great.
None can understand the future of his life.
And none can understand God's secret hit.
If we do God's work we see our work done.

So let us always get God's mercy and grace.
Then surely we are successful in life's race.
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You are my sweet lovely heart.
You never depart with me.
Let us dance in my flat.
Come here O! My darling love.

I saw you in the light of moon.
You look like a queen of beauty.
Let us meet soon as soon.
I am ready to welcome you.

I bring you a flower of love.
I honor you in my happy party.
I sing my love is all above.
You appear just like a star.

O! Look at her she comes here.
Let us all dance with my love.
I mildly touch her to dance and dance.
My party ended with never ending love.
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Your Love Has Made Me Wild And Mad

Your love has made me wild and mad.
As you shine in the galaxy of my heart.
To read my love letter you don't be sad.
You are my fine morning star and life.

You are so smart with a beautiful face.
I never saw such a smiling face like you.
Really you have got an angel grace.
You have become the queen of my heart.

Let us live a luxury life till end of life.
Let us play in the garden of our children.
And you be my favorite lover and wife.
You will be happy with me life long.

Never cheat me on the way my darling.
Never go away to leave me my darling.
I make you happy daily morning and evening.
I love you too much with no hate my love.

Believe me O! My love, believe me.
Let us love O! My love, let us love.
None will divide us in the journey of life.
Moon and stars welcome us everywhere.
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